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The Constitution of History and Memory

Ariela J. Gross

Abstract

Almost twenty years ago, the historian Pierre Nora wrote about the growing number of “lieux de mémoire” – museums, monuments, and memorials – where post-modern society situates public memory of traumatic or triumphant events. Yet he devoted little sustained attention to what may be the quintessential “lieu de mémoire” today, the courtroom or truth commission hearing room. Traces of our contemporary obsession with the encounter among law, history and memory are everywhere. And so are lawyers: writing new constitutions for new republics, staffing international tribunals for war criminals, taking testimonies for truth commissions. Yet much of the enthusiasm for legal strategies to “come to terms with” the past draws on individual psychoanalytic metaphors for collective “traumas,” and relatively simplistic theories of historical practice, law, and narrative—whether that personal narrative will humanize law, or that justice will be secured by the search for historical truth.

This essay discusses efforts by scholars of law and the humanities to address law’s relationship to history and collective memory, often through the lens of literature or literary theory. It draws together the theoretically sophisticated work on trials of twentieth-century mass atrocities – the Holocaust and South African apartheid in particular – with the relatively under-theorized literature on the memory of slavery and the slave trade. And it puts the new law and humanities scholarship in the context of the much greater body of work by sociologists, anthropologists, political scientists, and historians on collective memory, as well as the work of legal scholars on the role of trials and truth commissions in undoing historical injustice.
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Almost twenty years ago, the historian Pierre Nora wrote about the growing number of “lieux de mémoire” – museums, monuments, and memorials – where postmodern society situates public remembrance of traumatic or triumphant events. Yet he devoted little sustained attention to what may be the quintessential “lieu de mémoire” today, the courtroom or truth commission hearing room. Traces of our contemporary obsession with the encounter among law, history and memory are everywhere. It is a rich bonanza for lawyers: writing new constitutions for new republics, staffing international tribunals for war criminals, taking testimonies for truth commissions. Much of the enthusiasm for legal strategies to “come to terms with” the past draws on individual psychoanalytic metaphors for collective traumas, and relatively simplistic theories of historical practice, law, and narrative—whether that personal narrative will humanize law, or that justice will be secured by the search for historical truth.

This essay will discuss efforts by scholars of law and the humanities to address law’s relationship to history and collective memory, often through the lens of psychoanalytic or literary theory. This work began with a focus on trials of war criminals, especially Holocaust perpetrators, and has developed to consider alternative political and legal mechanisms to address a shameful past, such as truth commissions, apologies, and reparations, with growing attention to the aftermath of apartheid in South Africa, as well as the legacy of slavery and the slave trade in the U.S., Europe, and Africa.
The vast body of work about remembering the mass atrocities of the twentieth century – the Holocaust and apartheid, especially – centrally concerns itself with the relationship between law/justice (trials, truth commissions, and constitutions, in particular) and the history and memory of those atrocities. Some of this work is quite practical: do truth commissions help uncover the truth about atrocity? What is the best way to frame a truth commission? But some of it is also highly theoretical, including subtle and sophisticated treatments of the contemporary obsession with memory, and the obsession with the obsession with memory, and how to understand memory’s relation to history and to the post-modern self. Yet little of this work theorizing history and memory has taken seriously the legacy of slavery and colonialism as crimes against humanity, as epitomized by Pierre Nora’s seven volumes on “lieux de mémoires” with only a single article devoted to France’s colonies. Thus, these two fields of academic endeavor have remained quite separate.

So far, the new surge of scholarship on the memory of slavery and the slave trade has not engaged with law to the same extent. Most social scientists have concentrated on drawing the connections between collective memory of slavery and black (or African-Caribbean, or African, or African-American) identity, and historians have chiefly been engaged in a work of excavation, drawing public attention to the slave past. The kind of critical debates that have arisen in the mass-atrocity context about the dangers of too much memory have not played a large part in this literature. Even more surprisingly, although much of the public discussion about remembering slavery and the slave trade has dealt with the possibilities and pitfalls of turning to law to repair the harms of slavery – whether through commemorative laws or through some form of reparations—very
little academic writing has contended critically with the relationship between law and the
history or memory of slavery.

What has the new (almost entirely Anglophone) “inter-discipline” of law-and-humanities contributed to these burgeoning fields? While some legal scholars have tried to apply the social science of collective memory and cultural trauma in a fairly straightforward way to thinking about law, and the best ways to achieve justice and mend society, legal humanists are also trying to go beyond practical questions of whether law can do a good job of constructing collective memory or preserving history, or whether justice can be done, to analyze the ways law, history and collective memory interact. They draw on close readings of trials or truth commission hearings, and literary or filmic representations of trials, to analyze the formation of national identity and the shaping of collective memory through legal processes. So far, however, most law and humanities scholars, as well, have focused on the mass atrocities of the twentieth century, and in particular the Holocaust. What little law and humanities work has touched on the memory of the United States’ racial past has focused on the meaning of the Constitution in light of the memory of Reconstruction. Therefore, my essay will end by sketching some possibilities raised by the juxtaposition of theoretical insights on law, history, and memory from the twentieth-century mass-atrocity context, with questions regarding the history and memory of slavery in the U.S. and the international slave trade, and in particular, the question of reparations for slavery.
The turn to memory studies in the humanities

The rise of collective memory as an object of study in the last two decades can be traced to several sources: the sociology of Maurice Halbwachs; Pierre Nora’s influential *Lieux de Mémoire*; psychoanalytic approaches to history; Jewish history; the history of nationalism; and the ferment stirred up by certain public events, such as the “Historians’ Debate” in Germany and the trial of Klaus Barbie in France.

Sociologists were the first to name “collective memory” as distinct from individual memory. Maurice Halbwachs coined the term in order to emphasize the way even individual memories are formed socially, through families, religious communities, and even social classes. Most scholars who have taken Halbwachs’ conception as a starting point define collective memories as “collectively shared representations of the past.”¹ The social science of collective memory and cultural trauma shows the centrality of collective memory to the reproduction of society and the formation of identity. This work emphasizes that in the aftermath of “collective trauma,” it is dangerous for a society to “repress” the trauma; society needs to make it part of collective memory in order to move forward. Sociologists and political scientists have generally seen political trials and truth commissions from this perspective as valuable tools in the creation of collective memory.²

Pierre Nora’s influential work on sites of memory emphasizes the materiality of collective memory creation at particular cultural locations – from children’s books to archives to new media. Nora’s Europe-centered view traces the proliferation of commemoratory sites to the rise of the modern nation-state, and the end of shared traditions of memory. Nora refers to this replacement of traditional rituals with public,
official memory-making as the “patrimonialization of history,” by which “national pasts” are transformed “into ‘heritage’ cultures.”

Some historians have also applied psychoanalytic theory to the study of the past, and especially “the past in the present,” to draw the links between history and memory. In the U.S., perhaps the leading practitioner of psychoanalytic history has been Dominick LaCapra. LaCapra’s project is to apply psychoanalytic concepts like transference, repression, acting-out, and working-through to collectivities, and to allow memory to be a starting point for mourning. To LaCapra, public memory guides historians to ask the right questions, and good history helps a nation with its memory-work, allowing the nation to work through the traumatic event collectively, come to terms with shameful episodes, and take a stand in favor of justice for the future.

In addition to its roots in psychoanalysis, some of the inspiration for this kind of history of memory can be found in Benedict Anderson’s conception of “invented traditions.” Anderson describes nation-building through what an earlier generation of scholars might have termed “myth-making.” For example, Yael Zerubavel’s Recovered Roots traces the formation of Israeli national identity through the creation of collective memories of heroic pasts, like the Bar Kokhba Revolt or the martyrs at Masada.

Finally, there is also an important tradition of tracing the relationship between history and memory in Jewish history. In Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory (1996), Yosef Yerushalmi explored the puzzle that Jews are commanded to remember, yet “nowhere is it suggested that [Israel] become a nation of historians,” and indeed, Jewish history is a very new field. Traditions, remembrance, and memory took the place of historiography for centuries of Jewish life. “Only in the modern era do we really find,
for the first time, a Jewish historiography divorced from Jewish collective memory and, in crucial respects, thoroughly at odds with it. To a large extent, of course, this reflects a universal and ever-growing modern dichotomy.\textsuperscript{8} Thus, Jewish history, itself a relatively new field, has always been self-consciously concerned to distinguish itself from collective memory, and more recently, to trace the history of Jewish memory. When coming to terms with the Holocaust became a pressing matter on the agenda of many European nations and the U.S. in the 1970s, there was a natural historiographic tradition for Holocaust studies to draw on.\textsuperscript{9}

\textit{Debating the turn to memory}

The sharpest critique of memory studies within history, but also of the rise of commemoration in the public sphere, comes from historian Charles Maier, who suggests that our society’s “pathological” fixation on memory is related to a politics of victimhood, in which identity as a people is linked to a traumatic past. In an influential article entitled “A Surfeit of Memory?”, Maier warns that memory-work can become an end in itself rather than a means to a goal.\textsuperscript{10} Maier refers to memory as an “addiction” that “can become neurasthenic and disabling.”\textsuperscript{11} He attributes the turn to memory to disillusion with the future, “the late-twentieth-century diminution of what we believe politically possible, our age of failing expectations.”\textsuperscript{12} What has been lost, according to Maier, is the possibility of a shared political future based on collective institutions.\textsuperscript{13} We have replaced such a vision with loyalty to fragmented ethnic identity groups, based on memories that “exclude others who do not share a group’s particular past.”\textsuperscript{14}
Defenders of the turn to memory, Dominick LaCapra and Michael Roth, actively celebrate the sacred aspect of memory, and disparage critics as themselves “fixated” or “obsessed.” In particular, LaCapra insists that professional historians need to pay attention to the questions raised by collective memory. He believes that the turn to memory can be explained both by the social trauma of the Holocaust, the individual trauma of widespread child abuse, and by the proliferation of first-person testimonies.\textsuperscript{15} Michael Roth argues that even if Maier is correct, we need “to understand why claims to remember how one has been oppressed have extraordinary power at particular times for particular purposes.” While he acknowledges that “the cultivation of traumatic memory can lead to a harvest of hatred and violence,” he also argues that memory “can be used to expand that group of people who count for us, those who we do not consider merely strangers.”\textsuperscript{16}

Ultimately, there is a contrast between the way a national identity is created around a positive memory, even one of martyrdom – the Confederate soldier, the Masada fighters – as opposed to the memory of a shameful past. The commemorative narratives Yael Zerubavel writes about are invented traditions starkly in counterpoint to the Holocaust story. Yet Habermas and others believe that it is possible for a nation to discipline itself to memory-work that involves acknowledging guilt rather than triumph, and that Germany has to some extent succeeded in doing so. Historians of memory defend this effort, and argue that historians should remain engaged with memory.
Relationship between history and memory

In all of this debate, still very much an open question is the relationship between history and memory. Some historians use the term “memory” to refer to official, public efforts at commemoration; others to more amorphous, popular understandings of the past. Conventional historians of memory tend to draw a relatively sharp dichotomy between history, as practiced by historians according to professional norms, and collective memory, more of a vernacular or folk representation of the past. U.S. historian Ira Berlin sees the relationship between history and memory as one of inevitable conflict. Professional historians’ understanding of history as contested, contingent, and incomplete put them “on a collision course with popular understanding, which is prone to fix institutions in time and place and to see events marching inevitably forward to the present, thus accentuating aspects of the past that shape contemporary life.”17 He emphasizes a series of dichotomies: history is skeptical, “memory presumes the truth”18; history is global, memory is local;19 history and memory “speak past one another.”20 Another historian of the U.S., David Blight defines “History--what trained historians do” as “a reasoned reconstruction of the past rooted in research; it tends to be critical and skeptical of human motive and action, and therefore more secular than what people commonly refer to as memory. …Memory, however, is often treated as a sacred set of potentially absolute meanings and stories, possessed as the heritage or identity of a community.”21 Memory, then, can only be the object of history, although public history may attempt to shape collective memory.22

Some critics of “memory studies” argue that there is no meaningful separation between history and memory; both are simply representations or interpretations of the
past, and “memory” is just another word for popular culture, or perhaps for “public
history.” Others suggest that the line between history and memory is blurred, that the
two overlap, but that there is still a meaningful distinction.\textsuperscript{23} Even some who distinguish
between history and memory consider professional history a subset of the general
category of memory. Michael Roth agrees with Nora that historical consciousness has to
some extent replaced traditional forms of memory, but Roth believes that in this modern
stage, the writing of history itself can become “one of the crucial vehicles for
reconstructing or reimagining a community’s connections to its traditions,” especially for
subaltern groups. Thus, historiography is a kind of substitute for collective memory, in
terms of creating a usable past. Yet he also believes that to the extent grave traumas like
the Holocaust make the past “unmasterable,” this is both an obstacle and a spur to
historians to engage with public memory.\textsuperscript{24} LaCapra criticizes historians’ tendency to
either conflate memory with history, or to lock memory and history in a binary position,
“rather than implicate” memory “in a more problematic, mutually questioning relation to”
history.\textsuperscript{25} Gabrielle Spiegel likewise warns of the dangers of the “current tendency to
theorize a reciprocal conversion of memory into history and history into memory,”\textsuperscript{26}
because memory “cannot be severed from its sacral and liturgical—its
‘commemorative’—contexts” and made analytical.\textsuperscript{27} Most scholars end up with some
kind of admonition for historians and memory-makers to be informed by one another.

\textbf{How does law shape memory?}

As legal scholars have turned to look at history and memory, most have kept a
practical and normative focus on the best way for a society to achieve justice and healing
after traumatic events. However, law and humanities scholars have also analyzed descriptively the various ways law shapes collective memory, interpreted legal texts as sites of memory, or compared them to literary models of memory.28

How do societies use law to reform the past?

American legal scholars became interested in history and memory primarily in the context of “transitional justice,” legal responses to regime change or democratization in formerly unjust societies. However, some have tried to apply these insights more broadly to a variety of societies, including the United States, who have not undergone such radical regime changes – or at least, not recently. Marc Galanter, in an essay about “reforming the past,” looks at “ordinary practices of justice” in the private-law contexts of property, tort, contract, and criminal law, in order to help us think about new practices of transitional justice, which “elevate the themes of memory, witness, and redemption over the closure and finality that are a major component of the law.”29 Galanter maps out the axes along which to classify the universe of old wrongs, as well as issues regarding the class of wrongdoers, the class of victims, the forum to adjudicate their claims, and the standards by which to judge them.30 Finally, Galanter catalogues a series of responses: “doing the right thing belatedly”; “setting the record straight”; apology; commemoration; restitution; token payment; programmatic reconstruction; or full reparations.31

Like Maier, Galanter argues that the new interest in reforming the past stems from contemporary politics, but he has a rosier view of its sources; he believes that post-1960s critical views of established authority, an “extension of the frontiers of empathy,” and
“optimism about institutions” lead us to enthusiasm for righting old wrongs. At the same time, he notes that hopefulness about corrective justice goes hand in hand with “pessimism about comprehensive distributive justice.” This is akin to Maier’s belief that we focus on righting individual or group wrongs of the past when we have given up hope for transformative collectivist politics in the future. Yet, despite all of Galanter’s reservations, he believes we really have no choice but to pursue these flawed efforts.

Robert Gordon considers transitional societies’ responses to an unjust past, and in particular, the historical narratives in which these responses are embedded. In these narratives, “the period of injustice usually figures as a deviation from, or a distortion of, the history that should have happened instead.” Gordon distinguishes among three approaches to historical injustice: narrow-agency framing; broad-agency approaches; and structural responses. Narrow-agency models focus on compensating, correcting, or punishing wrongs by specific perpetrators to specific victims. Broad-agency approaches focus on correcting or compensating harms to entire groups by collective or state entities. Finally, structural models aim to alter entire systems or institutions in a “forward-looking” manner rather than focusing on liability, looking to the past. Gordon characterizes the most “radical proposals” of American Reconstruction as structural ones, the confiscation of slaveholders’ property and redistribution of land to ex-slaves. “The results of Allied occupation ‘democratization’ policies in Germany were more mixed—and still very much disputed among historians.” Denazification was an “expensive fiasco.” Gordon ends by analyzing America’s “Second Reconstruction,” again coming down in favor of structural, forward-looking approaches to affirmative action over reparations.
Political scientists, as well, show new interest in reparation, restitution, and historical justice. Janna Thompson, for example, writes a “defence of historical obligation and entitlement….grounded in a conception of a society or nation as an intergenerational community.” Likewise, some critical race scholars have insisted that law can reform the past through reparations to injured communities, and that scholars can assist through telling stories that give voice to those communities’ collective memories. For example, Sharon Hom and Eric Yamamoto view courts as one arena for “the struggle over recognition of competing collective memories.” They argue that “through those struggles we have the potential to remake our, and society’s, understandings of justice – for good or ill.” They re-interpret the case of Rice v. Cayetano through this lens; in that case, the U.S. Supreme Court recited its version of Hawai’ian history, in effect denying Hawai’ian collective memory. The case resulted in injustice to native Hawai’ians, in part because of the way it “remembered” Hawai’ian history. “Justice claims of ‘right’ start with struggles over memory…The construction of collective memory implicates power and culture…of which legal process, and particularly civil rights adjudication is one, but only one, significant aspect.”

All of these works critically examine political and legal efforts to use law to achieve historical justice in one way or another. For the most part, they come out of the “transitional justice” literature, but these are also pieces that put the issues facing nations in transition in a broader context, side by side with the challenges facing any society, including the U.S., when it faces its unjust past.
What are the limitations of trials in shaping public memory and reforming the past?

A great deal of the writing on law, history and memory has focused on trials, especially trials for mass atrocities, and the limitations of criminal prosecution as a vehicle both for the creation of history and collective memory, and for doing justice in the aftermath of such collective trauma.

Several scholars devote attention to the mismatch between a criminal trial, organized around the rights of the defendant, and the societal goal of shaping collective memory about a past atrocity. Zealous advocacy by defense counsel will (and should) challenge state efforts to shape collective memory. Mark Osiel, in a seminal work on trials of mass atrocities, warns that such trials “unwittingly provide more miseducation than accurate historical instruction.”39 In a number of trials, a major problem has been that the charge of the court is much more limited or narrow than the scope of the atrocity. For example, the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg had jurisdiction to focus on the Nazis’ “aggressive war” as opposed to all of their crimes against humanity, so the prosecutors had “to weave the Holocaust into a larger story that was primarily about perverted militarism.”40 This misfocus also affected historiography, “skew[ing historians’] analysis in favor of what came to be known as the ‘intentionalist’ interpretation of the period. This focus subtly drew attention away from institutional dynamics and the ‘machinery of destruction,’ particularly the crucial role of minor bureaucrats and functionaries at all levels of German society.”41 By looking at top leaders, “the courts not only missed the macropicture: the story of mass collaboration and institutional support for administrative brutality. They also missed the micropicture: the
story of the victims—the human experience of uncomprehending suffering that official brutality produced."

This problem, of missing both the larger and the smaller picture, also arose in the most recent criminal trials based on crimes of the Holocaust, which took place in France: the trial of Klaus Barbie in 1987; the trial of Paul Touvier in 1994; and the trial of Maurice Papon in 1997-98. All three were prosecuted long after the crimes they committed during World War II, but each presented unique problems. Barbie was known as the “Butcher of Lyon” and presented the most clear-cut case of personal responsibility for the deaths of Jews in concentration camps. Touvier was in the SS, but his main function had been as part of the milice who were trying to wipe out the Resistance. Finally, Papon was a Vichy bureaucrat. His trial was the most controversial because it implicated the entire Vichy regime – he was being tried less as an individual than as a representative of the faceless bureaucracy. His prosecution also raised the mismatch between France’s law about crimes against humanity, which seemed to require collaboration with the Germans, and the actual crimes that were probably committed.

Historians have weighed into the public debate in France on the role of the trial in preserving and creating public memory and history. Most famously, Henry Rousso, the author of The Vichy Syndrome, a blistering critique of French society’s collective forgetting of the Vichy regime’s collaboration in Nazi crimes, refused to participate in the trials of Touvier and Papon, writing publicly to the Papon court when subpoenaed by the defendant. In The Haunting Past: History, Memory, and Justice in Contemporary France, Rousso explained why he disapproves of criminal trials of aging Nazis. Rousso argued that it distorts historians’ search for truth to be expert witnesses in such trials and
deplored the “judicialization” and moralization of history entailed in the use of law to revisit a shameful past. Rousso voiced the fear that by “judicializing” the past, courts affirm an “illusion that the verdict delivered will take the place of ‘history as the world’s court of judgment.’” Indeed, law is presented as an alternative – a bad alternative – to historiography, attempting to render a verdict on the past. While it is acceptable for criminal trials to render individual verdicts of guilt, and to establish boundaries between “good and evil, the tolerable and the intolerable, the permissible and the punishable,” trials should not try to render a verdict on an entire era. The goals of “belated reparation” or “catharsis on a national scale” are illicit or at least, ill-advised. As a narrower matter, he argued that historians should not be expert witnesses at such trials because it is misleading to present general historical context for a case when one is not tying that context to the specifics of the individual, given that his freedom hangs in the balance, and when one’s testimony will give the impression that the part stands for the whole and vice-versa.

Others who have written about the French trials similarly criticize the mismatch between law and history, as well as the inability of law to “serve the needs of history, memory and justice simultaneously.” Nancy Wood concludes that even “if we accept that ‘working-through’ a traumatic past is a precondition of the moral health of democratic states,” at some point the process “demand(s) some form of provisional closure so that it does not become an end in its own right, preventing future-oriented perspectives that are also vital to social dynamism.” Similarly, Leila Sadat Wexler argues that Paul Touvier’s trial was an unsatisfactory vehicle for reexamining the Vichy period. The court was ill equipped to evaluate history; and, given the ill-fitting aims of a
criminal trial, there was always the danger that Touvier would be acquitted and, by implication, Vichy France as well.⁴⁸

_How can trials shape memory and national identity in a meaningful way?_

A substantial number of scholars remain optimistic about the possibilities for public trials of shameful national events to contribute to national identity formation, to social solidarity, to collective memory formation, and to some kind of historical justice. Mark Osiel argues that criminal trials for mass atrocities can “contribute significantly to a certain, underappreciated kind of social solidarity.” The defense tells the story as a tragedy, the prosecutors as a morality play; the task of comparative historical sociology, according to Osiel, is to understand why these narrative tropes are used and to assess their success in influencing collective memory. He hopes to use this analysis of law’s influence on collective memory to help design future prosecutions.⁴⁹ Osiel argues that law can play “a significant role in the process of ‘mastering the past,’” and that it did so in Germany, with the prosecution of concentration camp guards in 1964 and 1975-1981. “In German public awareness, these trials effected a symbolic severing of ties to the past.”⁵⁰ Thus, Osiel appears to believe that trials can help make it possible to “break with the past, through guilt and repentance,” although he acknowledges the difficulty for courts in balancing individual justice for the criminal and the goal of shaping collective memory for the larger society.⁵¹

Most of the interventions of law-and-humanities scholarship into the debates about trials of mass atrocities have taken a favorable view of the possibilities of law’s engagement with history and memory. For example, Lawrence Douglas views trials of
Holocaust perpetrators as serving a salutary pedagogical purpose; however, he sees trials of Holocaust deniers negatively because of their implications for freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{52} Looking at the Nuremberg trial, as well as the trials of Eichmann, Demjanjuk, Barbie, and Holocaust denier Ernst Zundel, Douglas’s concern is less whether trials do justice to the defendant, than whether trials do justice to the crimes of the Holocaust. He judges trials in terms of the way they teach history and shape collective memory, which he considers the central reason such trials are staged. For example, Gideon Hausner, the Israeli attorney general in the Eichmann trial thought it would help young Israelis answer, “How did they allow themselves to be led like lambs to the slaughter?”\textsuperscript{53} In other words, trials offer “didactic legality.” Some scholars “argue that the procedural norms that govern a criminal trial render it a flawed tool for comprehending traumatic history.”\textsuperscript{54} Trials are too individualized, too focused on pathology, and cannot comprehend mass bureaucratic murder. Yet Douglas tries to show “the intense, creative labors of the law to master the problems of representation and judgment posed by the Holocaust.”\textsuperscript{55} Douglas shows the ways in which the Eichmann trial showcased stories that “buttressed a specifically Israeli ideology of nationhood and Jewish identity.”\textsuperscript{56} He concludes, “My criticisms notwithstanding, I believe the Eichmann trial and aspects of Nuremberg possessed greatness—as dramatic and necessary acts of legal and social will—that fully justified their historic undertaking.”\textsuperscript{57}

Leora Bilsky’s analysis of Israeli “political trials” is one of the most nuanced efforts to address the relationship of law to collective memory with the tools of legal and literary theory. She defines a “political trial” as one in which “political authorities seek to advance a political agenda through criminal prosecution,” but not necessarily a show
trial in the sense that there is “no element of risk about the outcome.” Her question is
whether a trial can transform national consciousness, and promote democratic politics.
She distinguishes political trials in Israel from “transitional” trials in post-authoritarian
societies. “My claim in a nutshell is that the Zionist revolution did not end with the
Declaration of Independence and the establishment of the State of Israel but has
continued for the last fifty years, transformed through ‘constitutional moments,’ many of
them involving a transformative trial.”58

In Bilsky’s chapter on the trial of Kastner, she gives a literary reading of Halevi’s
opinion, which likened Kastner’s deal with the Germans to the Faustian contract with
Satan; she argues that Halevi used the contract metaphor to focus on collaboration with
Eichmann as a choice, a Faustian bargain. This narrative draws on the image of Jews as
world conspirators. Supreme Court Justice Agranat reversed Halevi’s decision, and also
reordered the time frame of his narrative through administrative law doctrine.
Bilsky also distinguishes contrasting historical narratives between Hausner and Arendt in
the Eichmann trial: Hausner wanted to give victims a chance to tell their stories on a
public stage, in order to develop a more tolerant society in Israel. Arendt had a more
universal narrative: “Transitional trials proceed on two levels. On one level, the judges
ascertain the guilt of the defendant as in ordinary criminal trials. But on the other level
their judgment is also a performative act through which society’s collective identity is
formed in opposition to an Other (the defendant) whose values are contrasted with the
fundamental values of society.”59 Bilsky both uses the tools of narrative theory to
analyze the trials as cultural performances, and also judges the success of these trials in
national identity formation and collective memory creation.
Other law-and-humanities scholars who take a more skeptical view of trials as vehicles for memory-creation have taken different approaches. One of the most interesting is that of Devin Pendas, who critically analyzes the claim that trials for mass atrocity serve a pedagogical function, “engendering a historical narrative of truth.”⁶⁰ Pendas argues that such a function depends on the public reception of these trials, and he finds that there was a great deal of public ambivalence towards the Auschwitz trials. Much of this ambivalence he attributes to a doctrinal problem with German criminal law, the distinction between two types of homicide based on the motivations of the perpetrator: Totschlag, which is murder; Mord – homicide for “base motives,” which has no statute of limitations. Thus trials of Auschwitz guards had to be prosecuted as “Mord”, but focusing on the motives of individuals and the most “inhuman” atrocities made it easy for the public to distance themselves from the crimes of the Holocaust.

Other scholars take at face value the pedagogical function of trial narratives, but analyze those narratives in order to pronounce moral judgment on them. Guyora Binder, for example, critiques both Klaus Barbie’s prosecutors for defining Jews as unique sacrificial victims of Nazism, and Vergès, his defense attorney, a well-known anti-colonialist who drew on a French leftist tradition that Binder finds, like “Holocaust Judaism,” to be a “symptom[s] of a common culture of despair that paralyzes moral choice in the wake of Nazi atrocities.”⁶¹

*Can truth and reconciliation commissions overcome the limits of law?*

While legal scholars are ambivalent about the possibility of justice through criminal trials, they are almost universal in their praise for truth and reconciliation
commissions as alternative paths to restorative justice. Truth commissions appear to offer not only the possibility of uncovering more of the history of evil regimes and the crimes they committed, but of honoring the collective memory of victims, and even healing victims, perpetrators, and the society itself. In legal scholarship on truth commissions, especially by scholars of law and literature, we see sometimes romantic and sometimes hard-headed assessments of the power of story-telling. This work melds psychoanalytic and social-work approaches to trauma with literary romanticism and narrative theory.

In one of the most influential works by a legal scholar on transitional justice, *Between Vengeance and Forgiveness*, Martha Minow compares trials, truth commissions, and reparations in a broad international context. Minow asks what paths lie “between vengeance and forgiveness, if legal and cultural institutions offered other avenues for individuals and nations? . . . [Legal institutions] need to ask, what would it take…to come to terms with the past, to help heal the victims, the bystanders, and even the perpetrators? What would promote reconstruction of a society devastated by atrocities?” While Minow notes that trials have the advantage of creating a permanent record, they are also flawed by their dependence on political actors for their operations and resources, as well as the problems of “fairness, neutrality and predictability posed by retroactive application of norms.” By contrast, Minow finds that the “potential restorative power of truth-telling, the significance of sympathetic witnesses, and the constructive roles of perpetrators and bystanders each suggest promising features of a truth commission.”

Although she notes the criticism that this therapeutic approach “seems to ignore politics, shortchange justice issues, and treat survivors and their recovery as a means toward a
better society rather than as persons with dignity and entitlements to justice," she
nevertheless thinks truth commissions may promote justice even more effectively than
trials if we consider “restoring dignity to victims” and promoting reconciliation as goals
of justice.\textsuperscript{65}

Political theorist Jean Bethke Elshtain argues in favor of the South African Truth
and Reconciliation Commission’s version of reconciliation, not as a demand for victims
to forgive nor for perpetrators to express remorse or apologize, but only to tell the truth,
to acknowledge the harms of the past, and to “bring matters into a framework within
which conflicts can be adjudicated short of bloodshed and in the name of cooperation and
tolerance.”\textsuperscript{66} Elshtain and other advocates of truth commissions argue that reconciliation
itself is a form of justice-- restorative rather than retributive or punitive justice, that holds
out the hope of breaking the cycle of violence.

André du Toit, a participant in the South African TRC process, argues that the
South African understanding of reconciliation shifted over time from a more political
meaning (enabling former victims and perpetrators to work together in a new polity) to a
more religious and therapeutic sense (expressing remorse and forgiveness, to achieve
personal healing), especially because of the influence of Archbishop Desmond Tutu.
Later in the process, the quasi-judicial and adversarial procedures of amnesty hearings
took center stage. The final stage was the publication of the TRC Report, in which data
processing and corroboration of statements actually led the TRC to make victim and
perpetrator “findings”; however, it is unclear what legal standing these findings have.
The operative notions of truth and justice in the TRC process, according to du Toit, were
truth as acknowledgment and justice as recognition.\textsuperscript{67}
Numerous political theorists have joined the chorus of voices praising truth commissions. The basic descriptive work is Priscilla B. Hayner’s *Unspeakable Truths*. Hayner describes the “turn toward truth” as “partly due to the limited reach of the courts, and partly out of a recognition that even successful prosecutions do not resolve the conflict and pain associated with past abuses.” She defines truth commissions as temporary bodies, officially authorized by the state, that “focus on the past” and “investigate a pattern of abuses over a period of time, rather than a specific event.” Such commissions are set up in order to “respond to the needs and interests of victims,” to “outline institutional responsibility and recommend reforms,” to “promote reconciliation,” and to contribute to, rather than to replace, other forms of justice.

Hayner insists that there is no “trade-off” between truth and justice, given the difficulties and costs of reaching justice through prosecutions of wrongdoers. While in certain cases (El Salvador), a truth commission led to blanket amnesty, in other cases, truth commissions have forwarded information to the justice system for prosecution. Even with an amnesty in place, as in Chile, the truth commission was a source for some names of perpetrators. Hayner also argues that some victims will find testimony healing, even if others feel worse afterwards. Hayner argues that truth should not be a substitute for justice, but can be a complement, and that we cannot assume healing and catharsis from truth-telling, but that healing and reconciliation may be the result, if truth commissions are well designed.

Robert Rotberg notes that most scholars of law and politics “affirm truth commissions as a modern instrument capable of strengthening civil society and providing restorative justice,” yet there are also critics who warn that the search for “truth” can
mask or suppress healthy political conflict.73 Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson, in “The Moral Foundations of Truth Commissions,” argue that reconciliation as forgiveness is “a utopian aim, and not even a positive one.” In their view, democracies should foster political disharmony rather than agreement on one historical truth. They also criticize the “historicist” justification of truth commissions, that such commissions are the best way to uncover facts about the shameful past that would otherwise be buried, on the grounds that such commissions will unduly focus on a single history rather than a multiplicity of competing interpretations. Gutmann and Thompson suggest that “the aim of truth-seeking, with its strong intimations of singularity and finality, is not the most appropriate model for political judgment in an emerging democratic society.” Instead there should be an “assumption of ongoing disagreement and continuing conflict.” They note the “remarkable section of [South Africa’s TRC’s] Final Report entitled ‘The Commission’s Shortcomings’” as a salutary feature because it contains within itself the acknowledgment of its own flaws and the recognition that there is not one historical “truth.”74

Some analysts of truth commissions specifically address the potential for truth commissions to tell good histories – and even for historical production to be a form of justice. Charles Maier argues that truth commissions can produce material for historians, and that doing justice and doing history can complement one another.75 In a chapter entitled “Historical Justice,” Ruti Teitel goes even farther, exploring the possibility that “historical accountability [could be] a corrective, ushering in liberalization,” or that “collective history making regarding the repressive past [could] lay the necessary basis for the new democratic order.”76 While she warns of the danger in confusing history with a single truth, she also traces the historical narratives at work in various trials and
truth commissions to assess whether they achieved some form of historical justice. For example, she examines the links between successive Holocaust criminal trials and shifts in Holocaust historiography. First, Nuremberg shaped memory of the Nazis for a long time by its focus on “aggressive war” and military leaders. Then, the Eichmann trial “coincided with Raul Hilberg’s *The Destruction of the European Jews.*”77 Later a historiographic focus on the lower echelons of wrongdoers led to the trials of Touvier, Papon, and others.

Teitel also puts truth commissions in context, comparing them to the realistic alternatives; truth commissions were an antidote to impunity in Latin America and South Africa. She concludes that the truth process has virtues: Historical justice as a way of setting the record straight gives victims some reparation and “delineates a line between regimes.”78 Teitel also applies literary analysis to the question, arguing that the narrative of historical justice in transition is one of tragedy narrowly averted – a tragedy-romance in which “an awful fate is averted, as in a dramatic narrative, by the introduction of a magical switch.” She compares the transitional narrative to romances like the Jacob-Esau story or Shakespeare’s *The Tempest*, the movement from exile to home. Yet Teitel, like most students of truth commissions, remains optimistic.

*What are the limitations of truth commissions?*

While Teitel and Minow are unabashed supporters of the truth and reconciliation process, a few law-and-literature scholars evince more ambivalence about truth commissions, in part because they question the power of narrative and testimony, both...
for the victim and for society. Mark Sanders’ literary rendering of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s work sees the process as ambiguous but ultimately offering healing through mourning. He writes: “The dominant tendency among scholars interpreting Truth Commission testimony has been to point to the inadequacy of the commission’s procedures in allowing stories to be told, or to its facilitating only certain kinds of stories….the problem may not always lie solely with the legal body and its rules and procedures. Although it is clear enough in traumatic cases that a quasi-juridical hearing may do nothing to mend the break between recollection and observation, either for the witness or for the inquiry, it is not obvious that it will fail to do so because of its demand for particular evidence.”79 Of course, there were inadequacies to the human rights framework: “Speaking as a witness before the commission implied being enjoined to frame one’s testimony according to the demands of universal human rights. As a perpetrator or a victim, one testified to a transgression of human rights . . . Soliciting testimony in this way revealed ambiguities in cases that did not fit, in an obvious way, into the paradigm of human rights that guided the commission’s work.”80 Denials of funeral rites violated custom but not law, for example. Sanders suggests that the truth commission offered the possibility of mourning, forgiveness, reparation—the very antithesis of apartheid, which he portrays as a denial of mourning and condolence.

Julie Stone Peters offers perhaps the most brilliant example of a literary critique of law’s potential to heal a society through the use of narrative.81 Peters critiques the assumption that narrative will humanize, that we can get catharsis and redress from giving testimony to atrocities. Peters is skeptical about the psychoanalytic model of trauma and repair as well as what she considers the naïve belief in the healing power of
storytelling. She presents a tale of the narrative foundation for “rights” in the Enlightenment era, the moment at which early advocates for human rights first made the spurious connection among humanitarianism, narrative, and rights/justice. She notes ironically the fact that even post-structuralists like Jacques Derrida and Gayatri Spivak have climbed on the human-rights bandwagon. Critiques of rights that are mainstream in the domestic context are left at the doorstep of international human rights work.

Finally, several legal scholars and political theorists have also considered the usefulness of government apologies. Martha Minow considers that apology is valuable both because it indicates “full acceptance of responsibility by the wrongdoer” and because it gives the victims the power to accept or reject it.\textsuperscript{82} Elazar Barkan and Alexander Karns argue that although apology seems like a flaccid remedy, it “has great flexibility and potential when considered as part of a larger framework of transitional justice.”\textsuperscript{83} They compare Australia’s apology to the aborigines to Gover’s apology to Indians on behalf of the BIA. Ruti Teitel calls the transitional apology “a leading ritual of political transformation.”\textsuperscript{84} She traces executive apologies historically through monarchies and now in democracies; at last, apologies have gone global, as epitomized by Kofi Annan’s apology to Rwanda on behalf of the U.N.

The new frontier in memory studies: slavery and the slave trade

\textit{How can we remember a centuries-old history?}
In recent years, the U.S. has seen an outpouring of public remembrances of slavery – museum exhibits, films, and other public efforts to recapture the history and memory of slavery – and a growing academic focus on recovering the memory of slavery in the U.S. North as well as South. This new public attention to slavery has not been limited to one side of the Atlantic. Recent anniversaries of the abolition of the slave trade in the U.K. and of slavery in the French colonies have been the occasion for public commemorations of the trade and its abolition, and historians have begun to write about their experience of involvement in such commemorations. Most of this writing describes, and to some extent critiques, recent efforts to overcome the forgetting of slavery, and advocates for better ways to bring public memory in line with history. Some of this work itself historicizes collective memory, narrating as an intellectual history the changing images of slavery over time. But overall, it remains relatively under-theorized in terms of the relationship between history and collective memory, the definition of “memory,” and the potential of public memory to heal a society or lead to social justice. And while this new attention has led to some public debate about the role of law in the memory of slavery – most particularly in France, which declared slavery and the slave trade to be crimes against humanity in a 2001 law – most academic writing on the subject has not focused on law. Slavery is a crime with no perpetrators to try, and although some institutions have attempted something like truth commissions on slavery, reparations talk has yet to become wholly mainstream, and to the extent that in France law has become a site of memory, mainstream historians have lined up against it.

While sociologists have concentrated primarily on the relationship between African-descended people’s collective memory of slavery and the formation of black identity,
historians have been writing about the history of collective forgetting of slavery. David Blight’s *Race and Reunion* and Nina Silber’s *The Romance of Reunion* tell the story of the U.S. North and South united in the post-Civil War era by a joint commitment to white supremacy and to burying the memory of slavery. Joanne Pope Melish and Brown University’s Committee on Slavery and Justice remind us of the way New Englanders and other Northerners “disowned” their own history of slavery. Other historians have begun to write about the new flood of public memory-work about slavery, primarily in a celebratory fashion, but also in an attempt to historicize it as connected to contemporary civil rights struggles. Ira Berlin notes that public debate over the relationship between Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings and the huge success of the New York Historical Society’s exhibit on slavery demonstrates that “slavery has become a language, a way to talk about race in a society in which race is difficult to discuss.” Similarly, French historian Alyssa Sepinwall celebrates new efforts to remember the French history of enslavement, while disparaging the “amnesia” about slavery that formerly governed. She argues that francophone history teaching is far behind Anglophone writing in its lack of attention to the Haitian Revolution or an Atlantic perspective more generally. The 2004 CAPES exam, for students going into teaching in France, focused on the years 1773 to 1802, excluding 1804 from consideration.

Taking a more critical view, Elizabeth Kowaleski Wallace examines fiction, museum exhibits, and films in the United Kingdom that focus on the history of the British slave trade, and criticizes these efforts to shape collective memory in terms of the degree to which they “play[] into stereotypes of dehumanized slaves, ineffectual subjects rendered passive, weak and silent through their enslavement.” She also raises questions
about whether it is possible to “convey the extraordinary human affliction” of the slave trade “without reducing that suffering...potentially cheapening the experience or suggesting that it can be vicariously assumed?” She concludes that the most successful efforts to remember slavery are those that “remain self-conscious about themselves as expressions” and “allow[] people to recognize both the human capacity for evil and the human ability to retain agency.”

Christine Chivallon describes the public memory-work about the slave past in Bristol, U.K., passing “from silence to ‘too much memory.’” She compares this surfeit of memory with the absence of memory at another slave trading post, Bordeaux, France. France has commemorated slavery by celebrating the Republican abolition, especially the white abolitionist leader Victor Schoelcher. Jacques Chirac, then President, gave a speech at the commemoration which referred to abolition as a “founding act” that “reinforced the unity of the Nation.” By contrast, Chivallon suggests that Bristol city may have even gone too far in reshaping its public history to put its grand houses and personages in the context of the slave trade. Public controversy ensued over taking down the statue of Colston, an early leader who had also been a slave trader; eventually this was resolved by an explanatory plaque.

In Africa, there has been increased tourism to slave trade sites, a rise in commemorations of the slave trade in museums and anniversary ceremonies, as well as a growing discourse of reparations, including demands for apology, debt forgiveness, and other forms of repair. Historians outside the U.S. who have chronicled this memory-work with regard to the slave trade have taken a somewhat more sophisticated approach to the divisions between professional historiography and public memory-work. For
example, several scholars have critiqued the commemorations at African slave trade sites. Ralph Austen compares African and African American memory of the slave trade. He tells the story of Ndiaye, a Senegalese man who worked to have the Maison des Éclaves at Gorée restored, turned it into a pilgrimage destination for African Americans, and now exaggerates the story of the “Door of No Return” in his tours. U.S. historian of the slave trade Philip Curtin denounced Ndiaye’s project as a “hoax” and a “scam,” and his words were reported in the French newspaper *Le Monde*. This criticism caused such a firestorm of controversy, that eventually a conference was held on Gorée Island in April 1997 to repair the damage. African critics of empirical work on the slave trade insist on a larger historical context and more use of African oral tradition to give meaning to the numbers. Austen tries to bridge divisions between professional historians and this memory-work by drawing on Eric Williams, the most powerful black figure in slave trade historiography.93

The historian Emmanuel Akyeampong also writes about the slave trade in terms of both history and memory. He describes the upsurge of slave-trade tourism in Ghana, turning slave trade castles and forts into World Heritage Sites maintained by UNESCO funds. In his story, he links the Anlo people’s effort to have the village of Atorkor declared an international slave-history site to another recent development, the new international media attention to ritual female bondage in the Volta and Greater Accra regions of Ghana. He argues that slaveholding is an embarrassing memory in Anlo – there are still current distinctions made between descendants of free persons and slaves, and a “complex identity politics about how people choose to present themselves in the present and reflect on their past.”94 Thus, while oral traditions of the Atorkor slave story persist in song, people prefer to keep these memories in the private domain, rather than
publicizing them to attract tourists. This complicates any effort to draw political analogies between contemporary and historical slavery in the region.

An American literary scholar, Saidiya Hartman, has written some of the most incisive criticism of the memory-work going on at tourist sites of the slave trade in Ghana, from a U.S. perspective. She describes the experience of African American tourists “returning” to Africa to grieve for the slave trade. Her own reaction was anger at the sentimentalized staging of the “Door of No Return,” in which the tour guide declared, “It is not really the Door of No Return because now you are back!” Her own reaction was anger at the sentimentalized staging of the “Door of No Return,” in which the tour guide declared, “It is not really the Door of No Return because now you are back!” Yet she also envied the other women on her tour their tears. She finds it “difficult, if not impossible, to separate the mourning that exceeds tourism from the contained catharsis promoted by it.” Hartman affirms that mourning at these memory sites can center the tragedy of the slave trade in public consciousness; yet at the same time, “the work of mourning is not without its perils, chief among these are the slippage between responsibility and assimilation and witnessing and incorporation.” Hartman asks whether there is a “necessary relation between remembrance and redress?” Is it possible to reach any kind of redemption by “working through” the past? Nevertheless, she concludes that such representations of the past are necessary, but require critical engagement rather than “facile invocations of captivity, sound bites about the millions lost.”

All of this writing about slavery remains very much in the domain of memory-work – whether telling the history of collective memory and forgetting of slavery, drawing the links between collective memory of trauma and identity formation, or lauding the work of memory recovery. Unlike in the context of twentieth-century mass atrocities, there has been little scholarship that stands outside of this memory work to
critique the efforts to shape collective memory or the historical narratives at play in political or legal debates. Few critical voices have suggested problems with the way we are remembering slavery, or the costs of remembering slavery, for example. And little of this work has engaged with law, in part because legal efforts to redress slavery seem utopian or remote.

*How does the public memory of slavery shape the law?*

In a recent essay, I have written about the public memory of slavery and its relation to legal responses to slavery’s legacy in the United States. The essay details the competing historical narratives in the public political sphere and in jurisprudence regarding redress for racial injustice based in slavery. The resurgence of memory of slavery can play out in both conservative and liberal modes, as can a turn to popular constitutionalism. I begin by examining three chief strategies in conservative historical argument: first, depicting slavery as part of a teleological progression towards freedom, glossing over the Jim Crow era and post-slavery racial injustice; second, portraying slavery and Jim Crow as temporary deviations from a continuous American tradition of freedom and color-blindness; and third, decoupling slavery from race by arguing that slavery was not caused by racism, and emphasizing the blacks who owned or traded slaves and the whites who did not.100

The essay then canvasses several approaches to history among liberals or radicals who defend efforts to redress racial injustice: first, an emphasis on the legacies of slavery, and in particular on the continuing harms of the Jim Crow era; second, a progressive view of American history, emphasizing the “living Constitution,” not as ratified in 1787 but as
it has evolved over the last two centuries to embody anti-subordination principles; and third, a history of the interdependence of black slavery and white freedom and privilege. The “remember Jim Crow” story is an effective counterpoint to the “slavery to freedom” story, and yet it has rarely been elaborated to argue against the celebration of antislavery as the Christian West’s gift to the rest of the world. The “living Constitution” view is opposed to the “continuous color-blindness” history that celebrates the 1787 Constitution, yet most proponents of the evolving Constitution do not directly dispute the view that slavery was a temporary aberration from a continuous color-blind principle. Finally, the most promising and least-developed historical narrative is the “black slavery/white privilege” story, which counters conservatives’ strategy to “decouple slavery from race”.

I also consider two other liberal or radical approaches to history, neither of which is represented in judicial opinion but both of which have found articulation among legal academics: first, a more pessimistic approach, in some ways an anti-progressive view of history, emphasizing the static nature of racism and inequality in the United States; second, a more optimistic embrace of “popular constitutionalism” for alternative visions of the Constitution (in some ways building on the liberal justices’ version of “living constitutionalism”).

I conclude by suggesting that to strengthen arguments in favor of remedies for racial injustice, liberals must not only refute the conservative histories but build on histories of slavery, anti-slavery and movements for racial redress “from the bottom up.” Furthermore, I argue that even structural, forward-looking remedies require historical grounding. The most compelling historical narratives are those that emphasize the links between black slavery and white freedom, as well as the connections between the
relatively recent injustices of the Jim Crow era and the inequality that continues today. This essay is one of the first efforts to consider explicitly the relationship between law and the memory of slavery.

*Reconstructing the Constitution of history and memory*

While less explicitly focused on the memory of slavery, several U.S. legal scholars have trained their attention on the history and memory of Reconstruction and the Civil War, seeking to recapture the meaning of the Constitution through the lens of a recovered history. Akhil Amar first paved the way for re-reading the Constitution through the lens of the history of slavery and Reconstruction with his neo-originalist reading of the Thirteenth Amendment. Richard Primus and Norman Spaulding have extended his approach, reconstructing the meaning of federalism and other basic constitutional structures by re-imagining the history of Reconstruction from the perspective of the freed slaves, rather than the Northern Democratic version of history espoused by the post-Civil War Court. Both Mark Graber and Pamela Brandwein, political scientists, have begun to critique the way constitutional scholars use the history of *Dred Scott* and Reconstruction to argue for their own interpretive theories. All of this work points to the possibility of a constitutional discourse that is historicist without being originalist.101

Norman Spaulding explores the architectural theory of “countermonument” to imagine ways of interpreting the Constitution, not through traditionally didactic memory, with its “authoritarian propensity,” but in a less reductionist way. Spaulding argues for the “deep legal and political salience” of collective memory, and writes that “it is primarily the courts that bear the explicit institutional burden of collective memory.”
Courts are “mnemonic institutions par excellence.” Can courts use the method of countermemory, as other lieux de mémoires, like countermonuments, have done? “Can a constitution be written or read against itself? Or is constitutional law accessible only in monumental form, with all its didactic, demagogic, and amnesic liabilities?” Spaulding argues that the Reconstruction Amendments should be interpreted as countermonuments; “monuments against the axioms that justified slavery”; an interpretation hinted at by Thurgood Marshall’s assertion that the Constitution did not survive the Civil War. According to Spaulding, this mode of interpretation, applying the method of countermemory, requires more rigorous memory-work than traditional monuments, resisting “the dependence of collective memory on didactics and collective amnesia.”

Spaulding finds just such didactics and collective amnesia in American memory of the Civil War, the revising of that war into the “war between ‘brothers’ rather than between – as they briefly were – two sovereign nation-states.” Just as public monuments have accepted this essentially Southern version of the War and of Reconstruction as a regrettable and corrupt period of readjustment, the Supreme Court, in its recent federalism decisions, has forgotten “the structural significance of the Civil War and Reconstruction Amendments.” This forgetting stems from a desire for closure, just as many Northerners as well as Southerners desired an end to “the Negro question” after the Civil War. “If this corrupt desire for closure indeed lies behind the survival thesis; then it is not unfair to conclude, having begun to emerge more than a century later from the atrocities of segregation and racial oppression invited by the Compromise of 1877, that the federalism revival is chillingly amnesic.”

How can constitutional interpreters resist this kind of forgetting? Spaulding
suggests that we must accept Marshall’s invitation to “remember something we have always already forgotten.” The three aspects of War and Reconstruction of which he reminds federalism revivalists all challenge the “monumentalist narrative of reassuring fratricide supporting the survival thesis”: “(1) the fact of secession, with its deep roots in robust antebellum federalism principles; (2) the fact of federal coercion in the ratification of all three Reconstruction Amendments by southern states; and (3) the original Thirteenth Amendment, which would have avoided war by canonizing robust federalism and guaranteeing the right to slavery.” If we remember these events, Spaulding argues, we cannot share the Court’s monumentalist interpretation of the relationship between the states and the Federal government.104

Richard Primus has also undertaken a project of memory-work, recovering a forgotten episode in Reconstruction history, in order to challenge and reshape constitutional interpretation. Primus tells the story of the Senate debate over seating Hiram Revels, an African American from Mississippi, who may or may not have been born a citizen, depending on whether the Senators considered the Dred Scott case (holding that free blacks could not be citizens) to be good law. In the debate, some Republicans argued that Dred Scott had never been good law, while some Southern Democrats believed that it was still good law. Ultimately, Revels was seated. But Primus argues that the significance of the debate can be understood if we view it in the context of transitional justice, and therefore, we should interpret the Reconstruction Amendments as the product of transition.

Primus suggests “two deeper and potentially more satisfying justifications (than those offered at the time) for seating Revels. The first is that the Civil War and
Reconstruction nullified antebellum legal authority limiting the rights of African Americans to a greater extent than was codified in the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments. The second is that once black men were recognized as equal participants in the American polity, the legitimacy of the (amended) Constitution rested less on its ‘democratic’ pedigree and more on other considerations, including substantive justice and the subjective identification of citizens with the regime – factors that would be enhanced by seating Revels and vitiated by barring him.” In the first view, “we can understand the Civil War and Reconstruction as having nullified aspects of the prior legal order that harmed African Americans.” This understanding stems not only from a reading of the Amendments but of the entire historical context, “a narrative, or a set of images, with a social meaning that speaks to the changed status of black Americans and says more than the Amendments say on their own.” In the second view, Reconstruction was “an incompletely democratic expansion of the polity that required further extension as a matter of transitional justice.”105

Finally, several authors draw on the work of philosopher Walter Benjamin to offer new possibilities for the interpretation of the Constitution in light of history and memory. Amy Kapcynski contrasts the method of “redemptive history” to both “historicism” and “progressivism,” which she sees as dominating contemporary American constitutionalism. “Constitutional historicism is preoccupied with returning to the past” whereas progressivism “is preoccupied not with the past but with the future.” What are the problems with these two modes? “First, historicism attributes a false certainty to its history, and by doing so, fails to take responsibility for its own acts of interpretation. Second, in order to defend its conflation of the past and authority,
historicism reduces history to heritage. It thus serves the victors of the past, and undermines historicism’s claim to the contemporary legitimacy that it seeks.” By contrast, the problem with progressivism is the belief in human perfectibility and its inevitability.106

As alternatives, Kapczynski offers several examples, foremost among them reckoning with the “legacy of slavery in our nation’s constitutional and political life.” She contrasts the progressive view with “Saidiya Hartman’s attempt to theorize the period of Reconstruction from the point of view of the freed slaves,” for whom slavery did not come to an end in 1865. Kapczynski proposes “redemptive history” as an alternative, using “the past to free up rather than constrain interpretation, to make new meanings in the present, rather than reiterate meanings that were ostensibly fixed in the past.” As examples of redemptive approaches, she includes Norman Spaulding’s work as well as that of other historians, like Reva Siegel and Risa Goluboff, who explore forgotten constitutional meanings and paths not taken in legal and constitutional history.107

*Can law help the U.S. to redress slavery?*

While my essay looks at the narratives about slavery embedded in legal debates about affirmative action and other programs of racial remediation that could be conceived broadly as redress for the slave past, the last decade has also seen the rise of a public discourse specifically focused on slavery reparations. Academic writings in favor of reparations are the only works to take seriously a turn to law to redress the history and
memory of slavery. Most of the new writing, however, takes the form of advocacy, making the case for or against reparations; a few pieces either tell the history of the debate or analyze the arguments on both sides. However, at this stage, with a few exceptions, very little has been written that critically approaches reparations or redress claims in terms of the relationship between law, history and memory.

Why reparations talk now? One answer is that reparations has been an ever-present demand in African American politics, but has only received public attention at certain moments. Historians Martha Biondi and Mary Frances Berry have recently published histories of black reparations movements, beginning with that of Callie House and the campaign for ex-slave pensions after the Civil War. Civil rights activists from Martin Luther King, Jr. to black nationalist leaders demanded reparations for slavery. But reparations discourse may appear more prominent today to the extent that other avenues to racial justice have been closed off. Al Brophy, in *The Cultural War over Reparations*, argues that reparations debates represent “another front on … the culture wars.” They remain enormously divisive, with great majorities of African Americans supporting apology and compensation for slavery, but only tiny minorities of whites. To the extent that affirmative action and other programs of the Second Reconstruction have faded and come under attack, reparations appears no less radical or viable, no less divisive, and potentially energizing. Claims for reparation have also gone hand and hand with public educational efforts for “historical justice”; for example, the Brown University Committee on Slavery and Justice coupled historical research on Brown’s role in slavery and the slave trade with an apology for the university’s complicity, and efforts to inaugurate programs of redress.
An emphasis on the continuing legacies of slavery animates all arguments in favor of reparations for slavery, but, in the U.S., these have taken three forms with regard to legal claim: debt (contract), unjust enrichment (restitution), or corrective justice (tort). All three of these legal and moral approaches rely on a version of history in which slavery is the direct cause of continuing harm. Some reparations advocates focus on continuing racial harms; others draw causal connections between slavery and present-day inequality involving cultural or material deprivations inherited by the descendants of ex-slaves.

The idea of a debt to be repaid is based not only in the history of slavery and its legacy, but also on the history of ex-slaves’ claims for compensation. In The Debt: What America Owes to Blacks, Randall Robinson argues most forcefully: “Black people worked long, hard, killing days, years, centuries – and they were never paid . . . There is a debt here.”110 Similarly, Charles Ogletree, Jr., the Harvard Law professor who has coordinated recent reparations litigation efforts, argues that reparations require “acceptance, acknowledgment, and accounting” for the debt of slavery.111 This argument builds not only on the history of slavery and its legacy, but also on the history of ex-slaves’ claims for compensation for stolen labor, beginning with the demands of ex-slaves for “forty acres and a mule,” through the ex-slaves’ pension movement of the late nineteenth-century.

The legal principle of restitution or unjust enrichment involves not a debt for a voluntarily assumed obligation, like a contract, but rather the disgorgement of a benefit it would be unjust to retain. The remedy of restitution focuses not on the loss to the slave but on the benefit to the slaveholder. In this sense, restitution may be a better model for slavery reparations than debt. Thus, legal commentators have been attracted to unjust
enrichment theory. Robert Westley writes, “Belief in the fairness of reparations requires at the intellectual level acceptance of the principle that the victims of unjust enrichment should be compensated.” Those who advocate an unjust enrichment theory also focus on history, but turn their lens towards the history of institutions and corporations that benefited from slavery. The recent efforts by universities to acknowledge the role that slavery and the slave trade played in building the institutions partake of this approach, as do lawsuits aimed at insurance companies like Aetna who benefited from insuring the lives of slaves. Some also widen the lens to paint a broad picture of white privilege and benefit; for example, the sociologist of race Joe R. Feagin emphasizes the “transgenerational transmission of wealth” and “labor stolen under slavery” as well as government programs that benefited only whites, such as the Homestead Act and a variety of New Deal programs.

Finally, some advocates of reparations for slavery view it as morally necessary as a matter of corrective justice broadly conceived, as a remedy for the harms of slavery and its aftermath, akin to a tort remedy rather than damages for breach of contract. A corrective justice argument too depends heavily on drawing the causal connections between past and present, the harms of slavery and the harms of today.

Some critics of reparations, especially those focused on the terrible harms of Jim Crow, have raised concerns about the exclusive focus on reparations for slavery, as opposed to more recent harms. The first major academic treatment of reparations, Boris Bittker’s The Case For Black Reparations, published in 1973, concluded that reparations should be paid for the harms perpetrated on African Americans under Jim Crow in the recent past, and for as specific claims as possible. More recently, Emma Coleman Jordan
has urged reparations advocates to concentrate on the crime of lynching as a way to avoid the “formidable obstacles and conceptual challenges” of a slavery-reparations strategy.116 Sociologist Ira Katznelson describes the period “when affirmative action was white” by characterizing the mid-twentieth century programs of the New Deal, especially Social Security and the GI Bill, as a massive wealth transfer to white Americans for which blacks should be repaid.117

Shifting the temporal focus from slavery to Jim Crow not only reduces the practical problems of lawsuits, as Jordan emphasizes, but undermines the moral weight of the “no liability” argument against reparations. As Bittker wrote, “This preoccupation with slavery, in my opinion, has stultified the discussion of black reparations by implying that the only issue is the correction of an ancient injustice, thus inviting the reply that the wrongs were committed by persons long since dead, whose profits may well have been dissipated during their own lifetimes or their descendants’, and whose moral responsibility should not be visited upon succeeding generations, let alone upon wholly unrelated persons. . .to concentrate on slavery is to understate the case for compensation, so much so that one might almost suspect that the distant past is serving to suppress the ugly facts of the recent past and of contemporary life.”118

Critics of slavery reparations who urge reparations for Jim Crow also fear that a focus on slavery will minimize continuing racial harms, allowing us to believe that injustice was part of the deep past. These critics urge us to remember Jim Crow, and argue that the most direct cause of present-day inequality are these more recent harms. Some also contend that the harms of slavery are too great to be remedied: “There is no adequate rejoinder to losses on this scale,” writes Ira Katznelson. “In such situations, the
request for large cash transfers places bravado ahead of substance, flirts with
demagoguery, and risks political irrelevance.”

By contrast, reparations advocates argue that removing slavery from the set of
harms to be redressed “eliminates the most compelling basis for claims and damages”
and deals the reparations movement “a near-fatal blow.” This debate may be
unresolvable, as people come to it with very different moral intuitions about where the
most compelling claims for redress lie.

Elazar Barkan chronicles the rise of claims for reparation for slavery around the
world in 1990s, especially after Japanese Americans won reparations for internment. An
apparently spontaneous movement for reparations in 1993 occurred when a
significant number of blacks withheld taxes, calling it reparations for slavery.
Affirmative action could be seen as restitution, but it is also most constitutionally
vulnerable on those grounds. Paul Starr proposes a “national endowment” for blacks:
Barkan believes that perhaps that could be the basis for affirmative action as
restitution. Is restitution a copout, an easy way for rich nations to remake their past?
“Successful restitution...transforms a traumatic national experience into a constructive
political situation. By bringing a conflict to closure and opening new opportunities while
creating new rights, it facilitates changes in national identities and is becoming a force in
resolving international conflicts.” Roy L. Brooks argues that most progress on rights
comes in times of war, so maybe also with the “war on terror,” it will be possible to
advance the cause of apology or reparations for slavery.

Stephen Best and Saidiya Hartman, in “Fugitive Justice,” come closest to a law
and humanities reading of narratives of reparation or redress. They convened the
“Redress Project” at the University of California Humanities Center to address “questions of slavery, fugitive forms of justice, and the role of history in the political present.” They asked, “Why is justice fugitive?” Why was it elusive even “from within the crucible of slavery and at the height of the slave trade”? “Is this elusiveness then an index of the incommensurability between grief and grievance, pain and compensation?” And “What is the time of slavery?” Is slavery in the present, “a death sentence reenacted and transmitted across generations?” They focus on the impossibility of adequate redress, the violence of slavery that is “ongoing and constitutive of the unfinished project of freedom.”

Thus, they critique recent efforts to win reparations through lawsuits as emblematic of political resignations, in essence suits for “back wages,” aimed at corporations who benefited from slave labor rather than the “racial state” that made it all possible with its “slaveholders’ constitution.” Locked into a “liberal legal conception of law and property,” recent efforts for slave reparations have lost sight of the gap between grief and grievance, all that has been lost that can never be compensated or restored. This emphasis on mourning and condolence suggests a way of thinking about reparation that might draw on the critical readings of truth commissions and trials. Law has a role to play in shaping history and memory, but law cannot remake the past.

Can law redress the slave past in France?

In 2001, France became the first of the former slaveholding nations to declare slavery and the slave trade a “crime against humanity” in the “loi Taubira.” This law decreed that slavery and the slave trade should be taught in public schools,
commemorated in museums and monuments, and otherwise be a subject of public education and memory. While historians of slavery advocated for this law, and since its passage have worked on committees and in research groups to effectuate its goals, other historians publicly opposed the Taubira law, lumping it together with laws against Holocaust denial and other “historical” laws in a public “call for the liberty of history (appel de la liberté de l’histoire). These historians argue that “history is not a religion,” and that the state should have no role in declaring historical truth. Pierre Nora and other historians of memory have been leaders in this effort to separate law from history and memory.

In France, as in the U.S., the politics of commemoration implicate contemporary racial politics. The campaign to publicly recognize France’s role in the slave trade, which culminated in the 1998 commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the abolition of slavery in the French colonies, was spearheaded by a black movement that modeled itself on the Holocaust-reparations movement.127 The date for the 1998 commemoration occasioned vociferous public debate: April 27, the first day chosen, was the day in 1848 that the Republicans, led by Victor Schoelcher, abolished slavery. Many advocates of commemoration found this date too celebratory because it “emphasized only the positive aspects of Républicain historiography,” ignoring the re-establishment of slavery. Conflict also arose within the black movement over its relationship to the French Jewish community. Radicals argue not only that there is a direct analogy between the slave trade and the Holocaust, but take it farther to compare Zionism to Nazism. The recent public controversy over comedian Dieudonné M’Bala M’Bala’s “Isra-Heil” exemplifies this black supremacist trend. By contrast, moderates “seek to use slavery as a starting point
for organizing their community as a political lobby”; that is the goal of the Conseil Répräsentatif des Associations Noires (CRAN), a center-right umbrella group. Camus concludes: "'Black consciousness’ has emerged around the issues of slavery and cultural/racial domination, and today it plays an important role in the fundamental transformation of French society from an assimilationist into a multicultural society." 128

At the same time, despite the overwhelming passage in Parliament of the Taubira law, all elected officials have hastened to clarify that they do not support either apology or any form of reparations for slavery. Among academics, A. F. Ade Ajayi argues in favor of reparation; he compares the French situation to that of the U.S.; and finds slavery both a crime and a sin, focusing on church involvement.129 By contrast, Michel Giraud, while chronicling the fact that the moral reparation of calling slavery a crime against humanity has led to claims for material reparations, finds it unlikely that there will be material reparations because slavery is too distant temporally to justify reparations. He argues that France should focus on inequality as a problem for the future, rather than approaching justice by looking backward.130

**Conclusion**

As nations turn a critical eye on their own pasts, scholars have begun to ask whether we have an obsession with memory or an obsessive fear of it. While historians of memory urge a joining of history and memory, allowing collective preoccupations to shape historiography as we attempt to introduce new historical interpretations to a public audience, legal scholars are asking whether law can help. Can law repair traumatic memories or establish historical justice? Can law reform the past?
With regard to the Holocaust and South African apartheid, as well as other
twentieth-century mass atrocities, trials of perpetrators and truth commissions have been
the most common legal efforts to repair the past, although apologies and limited forms of
reparation have also been attempted. Scholars of law and humanities have subjected both
of these legal forms to intense scrutiny, analyzing trial narratives for the way they shape
and distort history, and transform national identities. Truth and reconciliation
commissions have emerged as the chief humanistic alternative, with scholars posing the
possibility that testimony and story-telling can heal victims, offer “restorative justice,”
and repair the social fabric.

What about slavery? There has been a great deal of public memory-work recently
with regard to slavery, especially histories of memory and forgetting, and calls to join
history to memory. This approach to history and memory is more overtly political, an
effort to shape contemporary politics in favor of affirmative policies to further civil rights
and social justice for the descendants of slaves by recalling—and demanding repair for—
past injustice. So far, fewer concerns have been voiced about a surfeit of memory of
slavery, although perhaps this is what is being expressed in the political conservatives’
narratives warning of the dangers of identity politics or a “politics of victimhood.”
Finally, while reparations for slavery lurk on the horizon as a logical outgrowth of the
turn to memory, reparations discourse has yet to become mainstream.

Law has yet to become a chief site of memory for the slave past. Trials of
perpetrators are impossible, although there are beginning to be a few quasi-truth
commissions – for example, Brown University’s Committee on Slavery and Justice, or
the truth commissions focused on twentieth-century racial atrocities in the U.S., as have
taken place in Tulsa, Oklahoma and Rosewood, Florida to investigate racial cleansings in the 1920s. Yet, because big political questions in the U.S. always become constitutional questions, most scholars who have thought about law, history and memory have constitutionalized the issues, re-imagining the meaning of the Constitution as a way to achieve historical justice. By contrast, in France, questions of identity and memory are nationalized through commemorative laws, yet many historians of memory have resisted treating slavery comparably to other crimes against humanity. The discourse of reparations exists in both countries, but despite renewed academic attention, remains marginal. The next stage of public discourse about slavery will be to consider seriously what harms of the past can be redressed, and which legal strategies hold out danger as well as promise.
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